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For the problem of route choice in taxi carpooling detour, considering the uncertainty of traffic and the characteristic of passengers’ noncomplete rationality, an evolutionary game model of taxi carpooling detour route is built, in which prospect theory is introduced and revenue of strategy is replaced by prospect value. The model reflects more real decision-making psychology of passengers. Then the stable strategies of the model are studied, and the influences of detour distance and traffic congestion on detour carpooling success are analyzed, respectively. The results show that when at least one route of which prospect values for two passenger sides are both positive exists, carpooling route can reach an agreement. The route is stable strategy of evolutionary game, and the passengers requiring short travel time tend to select the nondetour route. With the increase of detour distance and traffic congestion rate, the possibility of reaching an agreement decreases gradually; that is, possibility of carpooling failure increases. So taxi carpooling detour is possible under the certain condition, but some measures must be carried out such as constraints of detour distance and mitigation of traffic congestion to improve carpooling success probability. These conclusions have a certain guiding significance to the formulation of taxi carpooling policy.

1. Introduction

Taxi carpooling mode is the behavior pattern in which passengers agree to take the same taxi after consultation. The mode can effectively improve the transportation efficiency and ease the traffic pressure, which is an effective solution to solve the urban traffic problem [1, 2]. Taxi carpooling has become a hot problem in which many scholars are interested.

Many scholars have carried out researches on the problem of carpooling [3–5]. At present, most researches on carpooling are divided into three aspects: firstly, there is the study of the carpooling system, focusing on development trend of carpooling mode, in which empirical research method is used to analyze the implementation situation and the impact factors of carpooling. Shaheen et al. [6] studied market dynamics of North American and carried out quantitative and qualitative analysis of carpooling mode. Chung et al. [7] analyzed carpooling data of 9924 registered members from a carpooling web site in Taiwan, studied the carpooling characteristics of Taiwan residents, and verified that carpooling mode is effective to ease traffic congestion. Buliung et al. [8] analyzed development of carpooling mode in Canada and used logistic regression method to analyze impact factors of carpooling. Wang [9] discussed carpooling mode which is believed to bring some social benefits in China and proposed suggestions for China's carpooling policy according to the current situation. Secondly, there is the study of the carpooling matching and route optimization, in which optimization models are established and heuristic algorithms such as genetic algorithm and ant colony algorithm are designed to solve these models. The optimal matching scheme of the vehicles and passengers and optimal routes are obtained finally. The method is based on the data including the position and destination of passengers and information of drivers from carpooling information platform. Yan et al. [10] proposed route scheduling model and taxi-passenger matching models to solve taxi carpooling problem. Jiau et al. [11] used genetic algorithm to solve the problem of carpooling route matching. Manzini and Pareschi [12] designed a decision support system for carpooling matching. Shao et al. [13] proposed a heuristic clustering algorithm for carpooling demands and the distribution of services. Xiao et al. [14] studied the problem
of passengers matching based on clustering and pattern recognition method. Thirdly, there is the study of taxi pricing, in which the planning problem of reasonable taxi market price system is researched based on the characteristics of taxi market. The travel rate calculation models are built to analyze the equity of the rate sharing. Most researches were carried out based on the concept of fair carpooling proposed by Fagin and Williams [15] early. Hong [16] established the model of carpooling rate sharing and pricing with starting station and intermediate station, considering passengers fairness. Gong and Yang [17] put forward a method of carpooling cost calculation based on fairness, which can improve taxi drivers’ income and reduce passengers’ cost. Liu and Zhang [18] designed a small transportation intelligent tool, which includes carpooling pricing chip system, intelligent carpooling bill printing system, driving direction input system, and LED low consumption intelligent display system. Above three aspects are the key problems of taxi carpooling researches.

This paper aims at the problem of taxi carpooling detour route choice. Detour is a common phenomenon in taxi carpooling. Detour may occur when destinations of passengers who ride the same taxi are different. There must be one side passenger who agrees to drive detour route in order to realize carpooling successfully. Taxi carpooling detour route is the route through which passengers reach an agreement to drive after consultation. Of course, the final route is not the best route for passengers selecting detour from the point of travel distance only, but it is the best strategy after comprehensive consideration. Whether passengers will reach an agreement or not is the key of carpooling success. The regulations of carpooling detour route choice have important significance to the formulation of traffic policy.

This paper considers the situation of carpooling route strategy of two passengers whose destinations are different. One of passengers has to choose detour route if the two passengers ride the same taxi successfully. Each passenger faces the two route strategies: detour route and nondetour route. The nondetour route is the shortest route for passenger, and the detour route is the shortest route for the other side. How to decide route for passengers is the key of the research. The two factors including individual psychology and choice of the other passenger will affect decision of passenger. On the one hand passenger tends to select the route closer to his psychological expectation. Moreover the decision-making environment is uncertain because the phenomenon of traffic congestion is common in reality and traffic condition is uncertain, which brings trouble to study passenger’s decision. And human being always shows non-full-rationality in decision-making [19, 20]. Considering uncertainty of decision environment and characteristic of non-full-rationality decision, this paper introduces prospect theory to analyze passenger’s decision psychology. Prospect theory proposed by American psychologist Dr. Kahneman is a kind of cross theory of psychology and behavior science [21]. Prospect theory describes decision characteristic of people with non-full-rationality in uncertain environment [22–24]. It reflects people’s decision tendency more really, which suits for the problem of carpooling route decision. On the other hand, carpooling success depends on reaching a route agreement, that is, carpooling failure if the two passengers select different routes. Passenger’s decision is affected by choice of the other passenger. The final route strategy is the result of the two passengers’ game in fact. Stable strategy is evolution result of the problem, which can help manager to formulate traffic policy. Evolution game theory is a dynamic method of analyzing evolution trend of crowd behavior, which is applied into some fields [25–27]. This paper studies evolution result of route strategy and analyzes stability of evolution result based on evolution game theory.

In summary, game of taxi carpooling detour route is studied based on prospect theory and evolution game theory. Firstly, passenger psychology decision model is built considering travel time and cost, in which comprehensive prospect value of each route is obtained. Secondly, carpooling detour route game model is established, in which comprehensive prospect values revealing passengers’ real psychological gains and losses are used as revenue. Then evolutionary strategy and its regularity are analyzed further. At last an example is given to show application of the model; meanwhile influence of detour distance and traffic congestion on stable strategy are analyzed in this paper.

2. Modeling

2.1. Problem Description. Suppose two passengers start from the same location O. The destination of passenger 1 is D1, and destination of passenger 2 is D2. The shortest route for passenger 1 is OD1, the shortest route for passenger 2 is OD2, and OD1 ̸= OD2 as shown in Figure 1. If passengers ride taxi lonely, passenger 1 will select route OD1, and passenger 2 will select route OD2. Now the two passengers decide to ride the same taxi, then there are two route choices: OD1D2 (strategy 1) and OD2D1 (strategy 2). If driving route is OD1D2 starting from O, through D1, to D2, passenger 2 makes a detour. If driving route is OD2D1, starting from O, through D2, to D1, passenger 1 makes a detour. The ultimate driving route is jointly decided by the two passengers. There must be one of passengers selecting detour to reach an agreement route if carpooling succeeds. Of course, the detour passenger will cost less fare compensating time delay. The two passengers will make decision according to personal psychological expectation and choice of the other side.

2.2. Passenger Psychology Decision Model. Passenger will consider individual psychological expectation and traffic congestion condition when he makes route choice. Individual psychological expectations about travel time and cost are regarded as the reference points called time reference point and cost reference point, respectively, k_u and k_v represent cost reference point of passenger u. The condition of traffic congestion 𝑗 is uncertain, and each route has two states: traffic normal state (𝑗 = 1) and traffic congestion state (𝑗 = 2). The probability of route OD1 having traffic congestion is 𝑃_1, and route OD2 is 𝑃_2.

Set 𝑡_u is time travel of passenger 𝑢 (𝑢 = 1 represents passenger 1, and 𝑢 = 2 represents passenger 2) under the condition of strategy 𝑖 (𝑖 = 1 represents strategy 1, and 𝑖 = 2
represents strategy 2) and traffic state $j$. Time gain of possible travel time relative to time reference point $k_{ut}$ is

$$y^t_{uij} = k_{ut} - t_{uij}.$$  

(1)

Suppose taxi charging standard stipulates that initiate fee is $f_x, Y/a$ km, $f_y, Y$ per kilometer more than a kilometers, and waiting fee is $f_z, Y/min. Then when travel distance is $l$ and waiting time is $r$, cost $Z(l, r)$ is

$$Z(l, r) = \begin{cases} f_s + rf_q & \text{if } l \leq a \\ (l-a)f_s + f_x + rf_q & \text{if } l > a. \end{cases}$$  

(2)

$c_{uij}$ is cost of passenger $u$ under the condition of strategy $i$ and traffic state $j$, specifically as follows:

$$c_{uij} = \begin{cases} \theta Z(l_{ui}, (j-1)(t_{ui2} - t_{ui1})) & \text{if } u = i \\ c^*_{uij} & \text{if } u \neq i, \end{cases}$$  

(3)

where $c^*_{uij}$ is cost of driving detour route, $\theta$ is carpooling payment ratio which is fee discount for carpooling passenger and $l_{ui}$ is travel distance of passenger $u$ under strategy $i$. When $u = i$ (i.e., passenger $u$ drives nondetour route), $c_{uij} = \theta Z(l_{ui}, 0)$ if $j = 1$, and $c_{uij} = \theta Z(l_{ui}, t_{ui2} - t_{ui1})$ if $j = 2$. When $u \neq i$ (i.e., passenger $u$ drives detour route), cost is $c^*_{uij}$. Considering the problem of the detour time is more than nondetour time, the detour cost should be lower than nondetour cost, as given in the following relational expression:

$$t_{ui1} = \frac{c^*_{uij}}{c_{uij}}.$$  

(4)

Cost gain of possible cost $c_{uij}$ for passenger $u$ relative to cost reference point $k_{uc}$ is

$$y^c_{uij} = k_{uc} - c_{uij}.$$  

(5)

According to value function form of prospect theory, define value function of scenes $t_{uij}$ and $c_{uij}$ as follows:

$$v^t_{uij} = \begin{cases} (y^t_{uij})^\alpha & \text{when } y^t_{uij} \geq 0 \\ -\lambda (-y^t_{uij})^\beta & \text{when } y^t_{uij} < 0, \end{cases}$$

$$v^c_{uij} = \begin{cases} (y^c_{uij})^\alpha & \text{when } y^c_{uij} \geq 0 \\ -\lambda (-y^c_{uij})^\beta & \text{when } y^c_{uij} < 0, \end{cases}$$

(6)

where $\alpha$ and $\beta$ ($0 \leq \alpha, \beta \leq 1$) are risk attitude coefficients. The bigger $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are, the more adventurous decision maker tends. $\lambda$ ($\lambda > 1$) is loss aversion coefficient, which reflects that decision maker is more sensitive to loss. Value function shows the decreasing sensitivity in the two directions of gain and loss, which reflects the psychological revenue more really. The parameters values $\alpha = 0.89$, $\beta = 0.92$, and $\lambda = 2.25$ are more consistent with psychological characteristic of decision maker.

The probability of traffic congestion passenger perceived is not actual probability according to prospect theory. Set $p_{ij}$ is actual probability of route strategy $i$ under traffic state which is $j$, so $p_{11} = 1 - p_{11}, p_{12} = p_{11}, p_{21} = 1 - p_{22}, p_{22} = p_{22}$, and probability of traffic congestion passenger perceived is

$$W^+(p_{ij}) = \frac{(p_{ij})^\chi}{((p_{ij})^\chi + (1 - p_{ij})^\chi)^{1/\delta}}$$

$$W^-(p_{ij}) = \frac{(p_{ij})^\delta}{((p_{ij})^\delta + (1 - p_{ij})^\delta)^{1/\chi}},$$

(7)

where $W^+(p_{ij})$ is probability transformation of time gain and $W^-(p_{ij})$ is probability transformation of time loss. Transformed probability is called scene weight, which is more close to people’s subjective probability. The parameter values most reflecting individual behavior of decision maker are $\chi = 0.61, \delta = 0.69$.

Time prospect value $EV^t_{ui}$ and cost prospect value $EV^c_{ui}$ of passenger $u$ perceived under the condition of route strategy $i$, respectively, are

$$EV^t_{ui} = \sum W^+(p_{ij}) v^t_{uij} + \sum W^-(p_{ij}) v^t_{uij},$$

$$EV^c_{ui} = \sum W^+(p_{ij}) v^c_{uij} + \sum W^-(p_{ij}) v^c_{uij}.\,$$  

(8)

Considering comprehensively travel time and cost, comprehensive prospect value of passenger $u$ perceived under the condition of route strategy $i$ is

$$EV_{ui} = w_1 EV^t_{ui} + w_2 EV^c_{ui},$$

(9)

where $w_1$ is time weight, $w_2$ is cost weight, and $w_1 + w_2 = 1$. The following relational expression needs to be met:

$$\frac{w_1}{w_2} = \frac{|t_{uij}|_{\min}}{|c_{uij}|_{\min}/k_{uc}}.$$  

(10)

In the formula, $|t_{uij}|_{\min} = \min|t_{uij}|, |c_{uij}|_{\min} = \min|c_{uij}|$. Time prospect value $EV^t_{ui}$ and cost prospect value $EV^c_{ui}$ are standardized as follows to eliminate the influence of different dimensions on calculation result:

$$\overline{EV^t_{ui}} = \frac{EV^t_{ui}}{|EV^t_{ui}|_{\max}},$$

$$\overline{EV^c_{ui}} = \frac{EV^c_{ui}}{|EV^c_{ui}|_{\max}}.$$  

(11)
In the formula, $|EV^t_{ui}|_{\text{max}} = \max|EV^t_{ui}|$, $|EV^c_{ui}|_{\text{max}} = \max|EV^c_{ui}|$, and $-1 \leq EV^t_{ui}, EV^c_{ui} \leq 1$.

Comprehensive prospect value of strategy reflects actually psychology gain of passenger. The greater $EV_{ui}$, the greater gain of passenger $u$ for strategy $i$.

2.3. Carpooling Route Evolution Game Based on Comprehensive Prospect Value. The two passengers both face two route strategies: strategy 1 (route $OD_1D_2$) and strategy 2 (route $OD_2D_1$). The choice of route is not only related to individual expectation, but also impacted by the other passenger’s decision. In fact it is a game process. Game model of two passengers is established. Because prospect value can reflect passenger’s psychology more really, comprehensive prospect value of each strategy for each passenger is regarded as revenue in the game model. The specific revenue matrix is shown in Table 1 (revenue is 0 in carpooling failure).

Suppose the proportion of passengers selecting strategy 1 of passenger 1 type is $p$, and the proportion of passengers selecting strategy 1 of passenger 2 type is $q$. Subject expectation gains of strategy 1 and strategy 2 for passenger 1, respectively, are

$$u_{11} = EV_{11}q,$$
$$u_{12} = EV_{12}(1-q).$$

Average expectation gain is

$$\bar{u}_1 = u_{11}p + u_{12}(1-p)$$
$$= EV_{11}qp + EV_{12}(1-q)(1-p).$$

Replication dynamic equation of proportion of passenger 1 type is

$$F(p) = \frac{dp}{dt} = p(u_{11} - \bar{u}_1)$$
$$= p(1-p)(EV_{11}q - EV_{12}(1-q)).$$

Subject expectation gains of strategy 1 and strategy 2 for passenger 2, respectively, are

$$u_{21} = EV_{21}p,$$
$$u_{22} = EV_{22}(1-p).$$

Average expectation gain is

$$\bar{u}_2 = u_{21}q + u_{22}(1-q)$$
$$= EV_{21}pq + EV_{22}(1-p)(1-q).$$

Replication dynamic equation of proportion of passenger 2 type is

$$F(q) = \frac{dq}{dt} = q(u_{21} - \bar{u}_2)$$
$$= q(1-q)(EV_{21}p - EV_{22}(1-p)).$$

The equilibrium points of evolution system are $(0,0), (0,1), (1,0), (1,1)$, and $(p^*, q^*)$, in which $(p^*, q^*)$ is saddle point, $p^* = EV_{22}/(EV_{21} + EV_{22})$, and $q^* = EV_{12}/(EV_{11} + EV_{12})$. Jacobian matrix is

$$J = \begin{bmatrix}
(1-2p)(EV_{11}q - EV_{12}(1-q)) & p(1-p)(EV_{11} + EV_{12}) \\
q(1-q)(EV_{21} + EV_{22}) & (1-2q)(EV_{21}p - EV_{22}(1-p))
\end{bmatrix}.$$
shown in Figure 2(d). (1, 0) is stable point when $EV_{12} < 0$, $EV_{21} < 0, (EV_{11} > 0 \mid EV_{22} > 0), (EV_{11} / EV_{12}) > -1,$ and $(EV_{21} / EV_{22}) > -1,$ as shown in Figure 2(e). (0, 1) and (1, 0) are likely to be stable strategies when $EV_{11} < 0, EV_{12} < 0,$ $EV_{21} < 0,$ and $EV_{22} < 0,$ as shown in Figure 2(f). If initial $(p, q)$ falls within the OZUYO area, stable strategy is (0, 1); if initial $(p, q)$ falls within the OZUYO area, stable strategy is (1, 0).

Among them, Figures 2(a)–2(c) reflect the result of reaching route agreement and carpooling success, and Figures 2(d)–2(f) reflect the result of carpooling failure. It is required to meet one of the following two conditions to reach an agreement: (1) two passengers feel gain for the same strategy, and gain of one passenger is significantly less than the other passenger for the strategy; (2) two passengers feel gain for each strategy.

3. Example Analysis

Taking taxi charging standard of a city as example, initiate fee is 10¥/3 km, 1.4¥ per kilometer more than 3 kilometers, and waiting fee is 1.2¥/2.5 min. Two passengers ride the same taxi from the same location O. The destination of passenger 1 is $D_1$, and that of passenger 2 is $D_2$. Each passenger has two route strategies to choose: strategy 1 (route $O D_1 D_2$) and strategy 2 (route $O D_2 D_1$). The shortest route of passenger 1 is $|OD_1| = 5 \text{ km},$ passenger 2 is $|OD_2| = 5 \text{ km},$ and $|D_1 D_2| = 1 \text{ kilometer}.$ According to the vehicle speed of 30 km/h, if driving route is $OD_1 D_2,$ the arrival time is 10 min when traffic is normal, and the arrival time is 20 min when traffic congestion occurs for passenger 1; the arrival time is 12 min when traffic is normal, and the arrival time is 24 min when traffic congestion occurs for passenger 2. If driving route is $OD_2 D_1,$ the arrival time is 10 min when traffic is normal, and the arrival time is 20 min when traffic congestion occurs for passenger 2; the arrival time is 12 min when traffic is normal, and the arrival time is 24 min when traffic congestion occurs for passenger 1. So each passenger has four possible time states [10, 20, 12, 24], and the corresponding cost states are [8, 11, 7, 3]. Traffic congestion rate of each route is $p_1 = p_2 = 0.5,$ and carpooling payment ratio is 0.6. Analyze the four scenes as follows.

Scene 1. Time reference point of passenger 1 is 20 min, and cost reference point is 3¥. Time reference point of passenger 2 is 12 min, and cost reference point is 9¥.

Scene 2. Time reference point of passenger 1 is 24 min, and cost reference point is 7¥. Time reference point of passenger 2 is 22 min, and cost reference point is 6¥.

Scene 3. Time reference point of passenger 1 is 24 min, and cost reference point is 7¥. Time reference point of passenger 2 is 17 min, and cost reference point is 11¥.

Scene 4. Time reference point of passenger 1 is 24 min, and cost reference point is 7¥. Time reference point of passenger 2 is 20 min, and cost reference point is 10¥.

Compute prospect values of each strategy for the two passengers based on the method proposed in this paper in the above four scenes. Tables 3–6 show time prospect values, cost prospect values, the weight ratios of time and cost, and comprehensive prospect values of all strategies for the two passengers in four scenes. In scene 1, comprehensive prospect value of each strategy for each passenger is negative. Strategy 1 could not meet the cost demand of passenger 1 and time demand of passenger 2, and strategy 2 could not meet time and cost demand of the two passengers. Two passengers will choose different route which will cause carpooling failure at last. In scene 2, comprehensive prospect values of strategy 1 for two passengers are positive, and strategy 2 could not meet cost demand of passenger 2 requiring lower cost. Two passengers will choose strategy 1, and carpooling succeeds at last. In scene 3, comprehensive prospect values of strategy 2 for two passengers are positive. Strategy 1 could not meet time demand of passenger 2 requiring shorter time. Two passengers will choose strategy 2, and carpooling succeeds at last. In scene 4, comprehensive value of each strategy for each passenger is positive. Strategy 1 and strategy 2 are both possible stable strategies, and the ultimate result depends on initial probabilities of strategy 1 and strategy 2 selected. Here saddle point $(p^*, q^*) = (0.736, 0.837).$ Stable strategy is strategy 1 when initial probability meets $p < 0.736,$ $q > 1 - 0.221p$ or $p > 0.736, q > 3.17 - 3.17p;$ otherwise stable strategy is strategy 2. Dynamic evolution processes of strategies under the condition of different initial probabilities are shown as in Figure 3. Figure 3(a) shows dynamic evolution process when initial probability $(p, q)$ is $(0.8, 0.8).$ The strategies of two passengers evolve into (1, 1) ultimately, which means two passengers will reach an agreement and choose strategy 1 to drive. Figure 3(b) shows dynamic evolution process when final probability $(p, q)$ is $(0.5, 0.5).$ The strategies of two passengers evolve into (0, 0) immediately, which means two passengers will reach an agreement and choose strategy 2 to drive.

Considering the difference of different passengers’ psychology reference points, comprehensive prospect values of each strategy for different psychology reference points are obtained by simulation. The range of time reference point is from 10 min to 24 min, and the range of cost reference point is from 3¥ to 11¥ based on the condition of the above example. Comprehensive prospect values of nondetour strategy are shown as in Figure 4, and those of detour strategy are shown as in Figure 5. Comparing Figure 4 with Figure 5, comprehensive prospect value of detour strategy improves obviously compared to that of nondetour strategy.
when time reference point is larger and cost reference point is smaller. It reflects that these passengers pursue greater economic interest, not shorter time, and detour strategy could compensate for their loss of time. Although comprehensive prospect values of detour strategy are improved, the value of detour strategy for a part of passengers is still negative; that is, detour strategy cannot make the passengers feel the gain; of course these passengers will not choose detour strategy.

Figure 6 shows reference point range of carpooling success. Carpooling route reaches an agreement when reference points of two passengers fall in the area marked in figure; otherwise carpooling fails. More specifically, stable strategy is strategy 1 when reference point of passenger 1 falls in the area of dotted line and reference point of passenger 2 falls in the area of solid line; conversely stable strategy is strategy 2. The passenger whose reference point falls in the area of solid line will choose detour strategy, and the passenger whose reference points fall in the area of dotted line will choose nondetour strategy. Strategy 1 or strategy 2 will be possible stable strategy when reference points of two passengers fall in the intersection area of solid line and dotted line. Moreover we can see that carpooling route cannot reach an agreement.

Figure 2: Replication dynamic relationship and stability of two passengers.
when time demand of passenger is below 17 min because cost discount already cannot compensate for the loss of time. Of course the passengers who do not require shorter travel time will choose detour strategy easily.

Above simulation results are obtained under the condition of detour distance and traffic congestion rate given. Detour distance and traffic congestion rate will affect the decision-making of passengers in the reality. Next the influences of detour distance and traffic congestion rate on carpooling route decision are analyzed, respectively.

### 3.1. The Influence of Detour Distance on Carpooling Route Strategy

Detour distance $|D_1D_2| = 1$ km in the above example. Now change detour distance to analyze the influence of detour on carpooling route strategy while else conditions keep unchanged. When detour distance adds to 1.5 km, possible time scene is $\{10, 20, 13, 26\}$ and possible cost scene is $\{8, 11, 6, 3\}$. The reference points of carpooling success reaching an agreement are shown in Figure 7. It can be seen in the figure that the reference point range in which carpooling strategy can reach an agreement decreases when detour distance is 1.5 km compared with 1 km detour distance. And the reference point range of the passengers who select detour strategy also decreases, which indicates the probability of carpooling success decreases.

When detour distance increases to $|D_1D_2| = 2$ km, the reference points of carpooling success are shown in Figure 8. When detour distance increases to $|D_1D_2| = 2.5$ km, the reference points of carpooling success are shown in Figure 9.

When detour distance increases to $|D_1D_2| = 3$ km, the reference points of carpooling success do not exist. Comparing Figures 6–9, the probability of carpooling success decreases gradually with detour distance increase, and carpooling route cannot reach an agreement when detour distance adds to a certain degree.

### 3.2. The Influence of Traffic Congestion Rate on Carpooling Route Strategy

The traffic congestion rate also has effect on route decision of passengers. Change traffic congestion rate and keep other references unchanged to analyze the influence of traffic congestion on carpooling route strategy. Figures 6–14 are in turn reference point range of carpooling success when traffic congestion rate $p = 0, p = 0.25, p = 0.5, p = 0.75$, and $p = 1$. When traffic congestion rate is zero, that is, traffic is normal, the probability of reaching an agreement is the largest. With traffic congestion rate increase, probability of reaching an agreement decreases gradually. When traffic congestion rate is 1, probability of carpooling success is very little, and carpooling succeeds only if passengers do not require short travel time.

### 4. Conclusions

This paper studies the problem of carpooling detour route choice based on prospect theory and evolutionary game theory, considering the uncertainty of traffic and the characteristic of human noncomplete ration. Passenger’s decision psychology is analyzed well, and evolutionary game model...
is established. The comprehensive prospect value which can describe psychology gain of passenger is used as revenue of evolutionary game. Stable strategies of detour route and influence regulations of carpooling success are obtained. Conclusions obtained are the following:

(1) There are four stable strategies in taxi carpooling detour system: (detour route, nondetour route), (nondetour route, detour route), (detour route, detour route), and (nondetour route, nondetour route), in which the first two stable strategies mean reaching an agreement and carpooling success. If the two carpooling passengers both feel gain to the same detour route, the route is stable strategy. If they both feel gain to the two routes, stable strategy depends on the initial probability of strategy choice of the two types of passengers.

(2) The passengers requiring shorter travel time tend to nondetour strategy; the probability of the passengers who do not require shorter travel time selecting detour strategy is larger. The possibility of passengers selecting detour strategy must be increased in order to improve the probability of detour carpooling success. Decreasing cost of the passenger selecting detour strategy is one of effective measures.
Figure 6: Possible reference points of carpooling success.

Figure 7: Possible reference points of carpooling success with detour distance 1.5 km.

Figure 8: Possible reference points of carpooling success with detour distance 2 km.

Figure 9: Possible reference points of carpooling success with detour distance 2.5 km.

Figure 10: Possible reference points of carpooling success with traffic congestion rate 0.

Figure 11: Possible reference points of carpooling success with traffic congestion rate 0.25.
(3) Detour distance and traffic congestion rate have large influence on passengers’ decision. The possibility of carpooling success decreases with detour distance increase. Carpooling route cannot reach an agreement and carpooling fails when detour distance adds to a certain degree. Moreover, the possibility of carpooling success decreases with traffic congestion rate increase. So limit of detour distance and ease traffic congestion are effective method of improving the probability of carpooling success.

In fact, there are some intangible factors affecting passenger’s decision, for example, trust in the other party, sex, age of the other party, and day or night. People usually tend to choose detour route in order to take care of old man or child, and people will not choose detour at night. Moreover, information technology also affects passenger’s decision. If passenger obtains exact road condition information by intelligent equipment, time and cost are certain. Passenger’s decision is not affected by route condition, and decision result is closer to optimization. So development of technology can reduce to a certain extent uncertainty of decision and optimize route choice.
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